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Abstract
In this study we explore the three-way link between three topics which are usually studied
independently in sociolinguistics, namely code-switching (CS), gender and politeness.
Whilst steering clear of simplistic correlations between language and gender, we show how
women in this community exploit CS in carrying out certain direct speech acts traditionally
viewed as unfeminine. Conversational analysts often describe CS as a site for constructing
meaning through juxtaposition, the direction of the switch being less important than the fact
of the contrast. Nevertheless, an ethnographic study such as this shows the potential
importance of associations between each language and relevant shared meanings. Switches
into Greek are employed to evoke shared cultural connotations and by extension to create
humour, to create a bond/show sympathy to the interlocutor, and to legitimize directness in
giving orders or making requests, Greek being a language in which such directness is
markedly greater than in English. Thus, through their use of CS, women in particular enact
various politeness strategies, both positive and negative. This study confirms the value of
studying both politeness and gender not only cross-culturally, but specifically in
bi/plurilingual contexts, as a study of CS allows strategies and constraints which could pass
unobserved in monolingual speech to be clearly highlighted.
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Resumo
Neste traballo investigamos a relación establecida a tres bandas entre tres tópicos xeralmente
estudiados de xeito independente pola sociolingüística, a alternancia de códigos (AC), o
xénero e a cortesía. Ó tempo que evitamos correlacións simplistas entre lingua e xénero,
mostramos como as mulleres desta comunidade explotan a AC ó realizar certos actos de fala
directos tradicionalmente vistos como non femininos. Os analistas conversacionais con frecuencia describen a AC coma un punto de construcción de significado a través da xustaposición, sendo a dirección da alternancia menos importante que o feito do contraste. Sen embargo, un estudio etnográfico coma este mostra a potencial importancia das asociacións entre
cada lingua e os significados relevantes compartidos. As alternancias cara ó grego empréganse para invocar connotacións culturais compartidas e, por extensión, para crear humor,
lazos ou mostrar simpatía cara ó interlocutor/a, ademais de para lexitimar ser directo ó dar
ordes ou facer peticións, xa que o grego é unha lingua na que tal franqueza é marcada en
maior grao ca en inglés. Así, a través do seu uso da AC, as mulleres en particular empregan
diferentes estratexias de cortesía, tanto positivas coma negativas. Este estudio confirma o
valor de estudiar a cortesía e o xénero non só a través das culturas, senón especificamente en
contextos bilingües e plurilingües, dado que un estudio da AC permite pór claramente de
manifesto estratexias e restriccións que poderían pasar desapercibidas na fala monolingüe.
Palabras clave: alternancia de códigos, xénero, cortesía positiva, cortesía negativa, grecochipriotas, análise conversacional.

1. Introduction1
In this study we explore the three-way link between three topics which are usually
studied independently in sociolinguistics, namely code-switching (CS), gender and
politeness. There are, of course, various works in which two of the three are studied in
relation to one another, in particular gender and politeness, e.g., Deuchar (1990),
Holmes (1995); and in the case of CS and gender, Swigart (1992), as well as Cheshire
& Gardner-Chloros (1998). We are not aware of any specific studies of CS and
politeness, though there is substantial work on the conversational functions of CS more
generally, e.g., Auer (1998). There is, of course, a very considerable literature, some of
which we will refer to below, on each of these topics taken independently.
To a certain extent, in making this three-way link-up, we have followed up the
study in Cheshire & Gardner-Chloros (1998), where we attempted to test whether
well-established findings on differences between men and women’s speech were
supported in bilingual contexts. In particular, we wanted to test whether the
‘sociolinguistic verity’ (Chambers, 1994) that men use more non-standard speech1 We would like to express our thanks to the Leventis Foundation, which provided funds for the

research project described here; and to Professor Jenny Cheshire and our two anonymous reviewers,
who made helpful comments on the draft.
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forms than women was reinforced by a finding that men, overall, used CS –generally
viewed as a non-standard form of speech– more than women as well. However, we
failed to find any significant differences in the quantity or type of CS produced by
women and men in the two communities studied, namely the Greek-Cypriot
community in London and the Punjabi community in Birmingham. Instead, there
were highly significant differences in type and quantity of CS between the two
communities, and a remarkable amount of variation, as well, between individuals,
regardless of gender. Other studies have shown women to code-switch more than
men within the same community (Foster, 1995). We concluded that both CS and
other forms of ‘non-standardness’ have different meanings in different communities,
within sub-groups in the same community, and within different types of discourse.
This study, carried out with bilingual communities, therefore lent support to recent
criticisms of earlier work on language and gender, to the effect that there is unlikely
to be any simple, one-to-one correspondence between the two.
This time, we seek to explore further the link between language and gender by
considering whether certain specific functions of CS are more common among
women or men in the Greek-Cypriot community: the earlier study did not eliminate
the possibility that, although the overall switching rate between the sexes did not
differ significantly, women and men were code-switching for very different purposes.
Therefore, we have looked in greater detail at specific cases of CS in women and in
men, to try and decide whether this is so. At the same time, through this more
qualitative approach, we have attempted to establish in a preliminary fashion whether
there is a link between CS and politeness. Given the plurifunctionality of CS in
conversation, as established by previous studies (Auer, 1998), it would be surprising
if CS were not implicated in the politeness strategies of bilinguals. Furthermore,
within a given community such as this one, there could well be gender-related
differences in how CS is used, related to which functions are more prevalent among
women and which among men. This can only be revealed, initially, by a qualitative
study, and we have therefore proceeded by discussing a number of examples of points
we wish to illustrate. In this way, we hope to throw some light on all three topics, i.e.,
gender roles in the community, the functions of CS and aspects of politeness. Further
systematic studies of CS, politeness and gender in this and other communities will be
necessary in order to verify the tentative conclusions which we have been able to
draw from this limited sample.

2. Background
2.1. Language and gender
In monolingual contexts, very many studies have focused on standard and
nonstandard, or prestigious/non-prestigious variants of particular speech variables
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and the differential use of these variants by men and women (Labov, 1972; Trudgill,
1972). Cheshire & Gardner-Chloros (1998) pointed out that women’s closer
adherence to the standard has come to be established as ‘a fundamental tenet of the
discipline’. This issue is interlinked with the question of the role of women in
language change, given their apparent proclivity to assimilate incoming prestige
forms (Chambers, 1994).
Traditional explanations for this finding include the idea that women are more
socially insecure and need to assert their status via language use, as they have less
opportunity to do so through other means such as their profession. The picture has,
however, become clouded for a number of reasons, and in some contexts the
findings have been different. Milroy (1980) famously found the usual gender
differentiation in the use of vernacular forms to be reversed in cases where women
were connected by dense multiplex networks. Gordon (1997) offered a radically
different explanation for women’s avoidance of nonstandard forms, based on the link
between nonstandardness and female sexual promiscuity. Significantly also, a
different picture tends to emerge when studies are carried out in non-Western
cultural milieux. For example, exceptions to the pattern of sex differentiation in the
use of the vernacular have been recorded, mainly in Muslim societies, where men
were found to use the standard variants more than women of the same social class
(Bakir, 1986; Khan, 1991). Cameron & Coates point out that
sociolinguists have often been insufficiently aware of the specific conditions of
women’s lives. Too little attention has been paid to the place of women in economic
and social organisation; too little is known about the nature and values of women’s
subcultures, and often this has led to the assumption that ‘vernacular culture’ is a
uniform and exclusively masculine phenomenon.
(1990: 24)

This assumption is challenged, for example, in Foster (1995), who shows that
the vernacular plays an important role in the repertoire of a group of female AfricanAmerican schoolteachers.
Overall, a shift has taken place within language and gender studies from
essentialist to constructionist views of gender (Winter & Pauwels, 2000). It has
increasingly been argued that gender cannot be viewed as a fixed, stable and
universal category whose meaning is shared across cultures. It cannot be separated
from other aspects of social identity and its meaning varies in different domains: “A
non-essentialist view sees gender as a dynamic construct, which is historically,
culturally, situationally and interactionally constituted and negotiated” (Winter &
Pauwels, 2000: 509). This change parallels proposals to deconstruct macro- entities
such as ‘speech communities’ in favour of productive and dynamic analytical tools
such as the notion of ‘community of practice’ (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 1999;
Bucholtz, 1999; Holmes, 1999).
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Some authors have gone further still and suggested that we should stop using
gender as a distinguishing category at all (Bing & Bergvall, 1998). They point out
that if we continue to phrase our questions in terms of the male/female dichotomy
instead of other categories, we will continue to reinforce the idea that there is a link
between gender and virtually every other aspect of human experience. Cameron,
however, warns against throwing the baby away with the bathwater: “Feminists… are
beginning to deny themselves the power to make any generalizations about women
and gender at all, and thus to undermine the collective identity on which effective
politics depends” (1992: 183).
In this community, as we shall see, there is gender-stereotyping, especially by
the older generation, and it is this stereotyping which affects various aspects of
behaviour, including language. Our approach is to record this de facto situation
without suggesting that there is anything intrinsically feminine or masculine about
the speech strategies observed (Hall & Bucholtz, 1995). On the contrary, we hope
that our emphasis on the intervening variable of politeness –in its turn dependent on
the etiquette of the particular community– will help to show that it is not gender as
such, but the roles which are imposed on, or adopted by women, which underlie the
behaviour differences.
To situate our study, we need briefly to consider the results of other studies on
gender and politeness and gender and language choice.
2.2. Gender and politeness
The traditional explanation for the finding that women use more standard and
fewer nonstandard forms than men was given a new twist by Deuchar (1990), who
suggested that owing to their more powerless position in society, women need to pay
closer attention to their own face, and that of their interlocutor; the notion of face is
taken from Brown & Levinson (1999). Women, consequently, would tend to use
more politeness strategies than men. Holmes (1995) argues that women are more
likely than men to express Positive Politeness (sympathy, approval, interest,
emphasis on shared values and understanding, empathy, agreement) in the way they
use language. Women and men have different norms when it comes to what is polite
or appropriate for a given context, but overall women show more concern for the
feeling of their interlocutors. Brown (1994) considers that women show more
positive politeness (PP) to friends, and more negative politeness (NP) in public.
Brown & Levinson (1999: 30) write that
if gender is, as it seems to be generally the case, a contributory factor in the
perception of social asymmetry, power and authority, then we might expect to find
that women are more polite to some arbitrary interlocutor than are men from the
same status-bearing group (family, caste, class, etc).
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They further point out that, not only do men interrupt women, but high-status
men interrupt low-status men, high-status women interrupt low-status women, adults
interrupt children, etc. Classic studies such as Zimmerman & West (1975) confirm
this picture. However, Brown & Levinson (1999: 32) conclude that:
Despite the volume of work on sex differences in language, the various possibly
contributory variables... have not been carefully enough controlled for this research
to be used to test our hypotheses in the way that we might have hoped. Whether it is
in general true cross-culturally than ‘women are more polite than men’, and if so,
whether this is a simple and direct consequence of the systematic contribution of
gender to P [=politeness] and D [=distance] assignments, remain open questions.

Other studies have shown that women are overall more cooperative than men in
conversational interaction, such as the study by Fishman (1978), which showed the
women in white middle-class American couples making greater efforts than the men
to keep conversations going, by initiating and building on topics more frequently
when the conversation faltered.
On the other hand, in the study carried out by Freed & Greenwood (1996), both
men and women came across as being cooperative. Their findings indicated that the
type of talk, and not the sex of the speaker, motivates and thus explains the language
forms that occur in their speech.
It is important to note that traditionally polite or indirect forms do not
necessarily indicate underlying compliance. Brown (1994) found that in Tenejapan
society, even when women are not being polite in essence, characteristic female
strategies of indirectness and politeness are nevertheless manifested in their speech.
Brown suggests that this might help us make sense of the finding that women appear
more cooperative than men in interaction. While cooperative strategies are being
used, what is being achieved may be opposition and disagreement.
2.3. Gender and language choice
Observing the language choices of women and men in bilingual contexts can
provide a fruitful alternative approach to language and gender issues compared with
the traditional monolingual studies. In Gardner-Chloros, Cheshire & Charles (2000),
it was found –unsurprisingly– that the same discourse functions find expression in
bilingual (code-switched) and monolingual conversations, the difference being that
in bilingual cases speakers have a further option to realize some of these functions
through the exploitation of the contrast between the two varieties. Therefore the
study of conversations where two varieties are used is in essence no different from
the study of monolingual ones; however, the presence of the two varieties makes
certain transitions, contrasts and implicatures much more obvious to an outside
observer.
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The accepted wisdom that women use more standard forms than men can therefore
usefully be tested against findings in bilingual contexts, where the choice of one or the
other variety may more or less correspond with the choice of the vernacular vs. the
prestige form. Thus, in Gal’s famous (1979) study of the speech of men and women in
the Austrian village of Oberwart, it was found that women were spearheading the shift
from Hungarian, the traditional language with peasant connotations, to German, the
national language and the language of economic and social advancement. Gal did not,
however, make this into a general comment about gender differences. She shows that
this finding was linked to conditions in this specific community, where Hungarian
represented a traditional mode of life, which did not favour women. They therefore
preferred to use German, which for them represented a more urban and modern
lifestyle. Conversely, in the Thonga-speaking minority in Northern Zululand, which is
under pressure to shift to Zulu, women are resisting this shift because women have
higher status in Thonga than in Zulu culture (Thomason & Kaufman, 1988: 23).
Goldstein (1995) found that female factory workers of Portuguese origin in Canada
preferred using Portuguese at work, not only as the language of friendship but as the
empowering language, associated with success in their jobs –positions for which
English would have been an asset were in any case outside their reach.
We can see clearly that each community has its own gender patterns when it
comes to language choice, by looking for example at different ethnic groups within
the same overall social structure, as in the case of domain-based surveys carried out
in Australia (Winter & Pawels, 2000). Here it was found that different communities
manifest different patterns: in the Vietnamese community, the ‘neighbourhood’
domain was more associated with the use of Vietnamese for men and boys than for
women and girls, whereas in the ‘transaction’ domain (i.e., market places), women
used the minority language more (Pauwels, 1995). However, in the Greek
community, this pattern was found to be reversed (Tsokalidou, 1994).
Evidence from Swigart’s (1992) study in Dakar shows that even within the same
‘community’, women do not behave as a monolithic group. Whereas women were on
the whole thought to act as champions of the traditional language, Wolof, Swigart
found, first of all, that young mothers in fact code-switched intensively between
Wolof and French. Furthermore, a prominent group of younger, fashion-conscious
girls (‘les disquettes’) distinguished themselves by conspicuous monolingual use of
French to the exclusion of Wolof. The linguistic varieties available within a society’s
linguistic repertoire may carry quite different social meanings for sub-groups within
that society.
Such studies reveal the inherent complexities involved in language choice
within bilingual communities, and the dynamic role of gender in these choices.
There are multiple factors differentiating communities and sub-groups within them
which must be understood before any generalizations can be made regarding
language use/choice in those communities and gender patterns.
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2.4. Code-switching and politeness
Throughout this paper we use the term ‘politeness’ both in the widely accepted
Brown & Levinson (1999) sense, involving the notions of positive and negative face,
but also in a slightly broader sense incorporating notions of cooperativeness,
indirectness, and active ‘helpfulness’ within the conversation, as is to be found in the
work of authors such as Fishman (1978), Coates (1993), Holmes (1995), etc. Brown
& Levinson argue that speakers are rational actors who, at times, use certain
structural strategies to mitigate potentially ‘face-threatening acts’ which they wish to
perform. These strategies, amongst which we wish to number CS, are means of
making the face-threatening acts more acceptable.
At the same time, the evidence we have found supports the Conversational
Analytic (CA) approach (Auer, 1998), which doubts the possibility of constructing
exhaustive typologies of CS, claiming that, like other conversational strategies, the
meanings carried by CS are negotiated in the actual context in which they occur.
Thus, we find CS being used in a wide variety of configurations in bilingual
contexts to accomplish politeness, helpfulness, etc., without it being the case that it
is always the CS variety which carries the ‘polite’ meaning.
Li Wei’s (1994) book-length study of the Chinese community on Tyneside
shows how language choices in a bilingual setting can be an indicator of cooperativeness, via the pragmatic notion of preference organization. For example, the
younger, more English-speaking generation was found to mark dispreferred
responses (i.e., responses other than those expected/desired by the previous speaker)
by replying in English to a question asked in Chinese.
The widely-used notion of accommodation has also been applied to language
choices in bilingual settings, notably in a study carried out in Tunisia by Lawson &
Sachdev (2000). At the same time, some, but by no means all, of the experimental
research on speech accommodation appears to confirm that women accommodate
more to their interlocutor than men (Cheshire & Gardner-Chloros, 1998: 10). For
example, Valdes-Fallis (1978) showed that Mexican-American women switched to
the language used by the preceding speaker more frequently when the interlocutor
was male, and less when talking to females. She concludes that “it is evident that
there are important implications here for the study of differences in the speech
alternatives of monolingual women in their interaction with members of their own
sex and of the opposite sex” (1978: 72).
Woolard (1997) found, in a survey of Catalan adolescents, that girls reported a
greater tendency toward linguistic accommodation to their interlocutor than did
boys. Catalan-dominant female speakers would maintain Catalan with Castilian
speakers, but would converge to Castilian, if they considered the Castilian speakers
as being their friends. As Woolard observes, for girls
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social distance allows one to carry on a bilingual conversation, while closeness and
friendship demand a shared language [...]. For the girl, solidarity demanded
accommodation and social distance allowed linguistic mismatch. For the boy, social
distance demanded accommodation, and solidarity entitled individuals to use their
own languages.
(1997: 549)

CS can be seen as a boundary maintenance device, a way of maintaining group
solidarity, but also a way of being negatively polite to the interlocutor, whose
language choices are respected by speaking in a way which implies that both
varieties are equally appropriate.
Stroud (1998) made use of an analysis of CS in order to understand how change
is coming about in Gapun, a Papua New Guinean village. In a speech-mode known
as Kros, an exclusively female discourse associated with anger and self-assertion,
the woman switches from one variety to another in order to ‘shift authorship’ as it
were, making her attack less direct. For example, by switching from Taiap to Tok
Pisin to carry out a threat, the female speaker is disguising her own agency in the
punishment procedure which she is advocating. CS is then a form of ‘doublevoicing’ in the sense that a code-switched utterance is an appropriation of the words,
but implies the ownership or authorship of the words lies with someone else. Male
speakers in this community also have their own speech style in which CS is used,
primarily for politeness strategies. These speech styles, called oratories, are
speech genres where men work together to create collective fantasies of agreement
in their talk, constructing polyglossic verbal accounts in which a number of different
perspective on an issue, often ones that are blatantly contradictory, are presented as
equally valid and consistent. An important consequence of this type of talk is that
the authorship of utterances is often indeterminable. [Through CS, speakers]
elaborate (through repetition, for example) those utterances that are perceived to be
most conducive to interpersonal agreement.
(1998: 334)

According to Myers-Scotton (1993), both speech accommodation theory and
politeness theory are audience-centred models, in that they both stress the speaker as
absorbed with the addressee’s perceptions and acting based on those perceptions. In
contrast, the Markedness Model which she puts forward is predominantly a speakercentred model, in which speakers “make choices primarily based on enhancing their
own positions, or at least communicating their own perceptions” (1993: 111-112).
The motivation for making marked language choices –roughly speaking the less
expected choices in a particular context– is “to negotiate a change in the expected
social distance holding between participants, either increasing or decreasing it”
(1993: 132). She gives the example of two female University of Nairobi students
from the Kamba group switching to their own language in front of two male students
who are from a different ethnic group (Kalenjin). Swahili/English has been their
medium with the males so far, an unmarked choice. This switch narrows the social
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distance between the two females, but alienates the two men, who feel insulted and
leave (1993: 136-137).
Such observation of CS in various conversational contexts shows in how varied
a fashion it interacts with strategies of politeness and co-operativeness. In
monolingual settings, similar strategies might involve switching between standard
and dialectal or vernacular forms, though, to an outside observer, such variation
might more easily go unobserved. Sebba & Wootton (1998) have described cases on
the border between bilingual CS and monolingual variety-switching which illustrate
the point.
The various examples above show that CS may be used in similar ways for
politeness, indirectness, etc., by both sexes. But the way in which this is done in
particular instances, the strategies which are typical of women or of men in specific
communities, and the particular types of discourse where CS is brought to bear, are
often associated with different sexes in a given community. Our case-study of the
Greek-Cypriots below illustrates how CS can be illustrative of gender differentiation
in this community, but it is unlikely that the findings would be reproduced in a
similar form elsewhere.

3. A study in the London Greek-Cypriot Community
3.1. Background to the community
Greek-Cypriots started arriving in London in the early 20th Century, although
the main flow of immigration took place from the 1950’s to 70’s, due to political
turbulence on the Island. The population of Greek-Cypriots living in London is
around 180-200,000 (Christodoulou-Pipis, 1991). The first immigrants to arrive in
London were of low socio-economic status. They spoke the Greek- Cypriot Dialect
(GCD) only, as due to lack of education, they were not competent in Standard
Modern Greek (SMG), which held the position of the High in a more or less
diglossic scenario in Cyprus. Their knowledge of English was minimal, as their lives
in London revolved around the Greek-Cypriot community. Subsequent generations
brought up in London acquired GCD in the home environment and had the
opportunity to learn SMG at Greek schools run by the Greek-Cypriot Education
Mission and the Church. Today, the generation of Greek-Cypriots born in the UK,
consider English to be their main language, and their knowledge and use of GCD
varies. In most cases, it is used for conversations with grandparents and parents, and
whilst some still have the capacity to speak it fluently, others manifest only a passive
knowledge of it. Apart from the family domain, many Greek-Cypriots are exposed
to, and use, GCD in many other domains, e.g., satellite television, radio and in
institutions such as banks, travel agencies, community centres, restaurants, and
entertainment venues.
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Women were initially employed in the dressmaking trade working either at
home or in factories. Men worked in catering, the hotel business, clothing and shoe
manufacturing, hairdressing and grocery retailing, and restaurants (ChristodoulouPipis, 1991). Contrary to their situation in Cyprus, in London the women were
important as they made a substantial contribution to the household income.
3.2. Data used in this study2
For the present study, two main bodies of data have been used. The first consists
in transcripts of interviews carried out in 1990 within the London Greek-Cypriot
community (Gardner-Chloros, 1992). Thirty interviews were carried out with
informants from the working class or lower middle class. This socio-professional
group was chosen as it was considered to be most representative of the community
as a whole. The subjects were five men and five women over sixty, five men and five
women between thirty-five and fifty, and five girls and five boys between fourteen
and eighteen. The interviews, carried out by a Cypriot interviewer with the purpose
of being used for a study of CS, allowed for both the identification of attitudes
towards aspects of language use, and observation of actual language use.
The second body of data was collected as part of an ongoing study of Language
and Identity in the London Greek-Cypriot community for Finnis’s doctoral thesis. It
involves transcriptions of recordings carried out in 2001/2002 at meetings of a Greek
Cypriot youth organization. Five 2-hour meetings were recorded. These meetings
were informal, and took place at a range of venues, including a room at one of the
community centres, a coffee shop, and someone’s home. The participants, usually the
same 5 males and 5 females, but with occasional variations, are between the ages of
twenty three and twenty nine and have all completed higher education. So far, a
further 13 interviews have also been carried out within the community; participants
interviewed include 8 women and 5 men aged from their twenties to their eighties.
Thirdly, we have reported, by way of background material, on some relevant
results of a questionnaire/attitude study carried out in the community, in which 159
subjects took part. These results are still being worked on and will be the subject of a
forthcoming paper comparing attitudes on matters of language and identity in the
London community with an earlier study carried out in Cyprus (McEntee-Atalianis
& Pouloukas, 2000).
2 Readers may be surprised or put out by our use of the Greek alphabet for the examples we have given.
We have considered the pros and cons of various forms of transliteration, and we are sorry if our
decision to use the Greek alphabet makes the examples somewhat less ‘readable’ for non-Greek
speakers –though not entirely so, as they are mixed with a lot of English, and also because many letters
are shared with the Roman alphabet. We considered that as linguists, we had a duty to be as ‘authentic’
and true to the language as possible, at a time when all but a few very widely spoken languages –as well
as their alphabets and traditional scripts– are at risk from globalizing tendencies.
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3.3. Relevant characteristics and attitudes
3.3.1. Gender roles
Gender roles used to differ markedly in the community, a social configuration
which the Cypriots brought with them from Cyprus. Women were expected to lead
sheltered lives, pre-marital sex was unacceptable, marriages were arranged, men
were the authority figure in the family, and women were responsible for bringing up
the children. Anthias (1992: 137) talks about a ‘time warp’ phenomenon, with the
immigrant community maintaining certain cultural and linguistic elements such as
traditional norms of female sexual purity and certain elements of the dialect, which
are no longer found in urban Cyprus. Rex & Josephides (1987) have noted that
contact with British society has led to the emergence of a debate concerning which
elements to adopt from it, which to avoid, and which Cypriot customs to keep. Some
prominent issues open to debate are the following: reputation, virginity, arranged
marriages and the dowry.
Parental expectations of girls and boys and their education differed, with less
interest and support invested in the education of the girls. Nowadays parents are
more aware of the benefits of education for both sexes, but girls are still more
restricted by their parents and encouraged to socialize with other Greek-Cypriots.
This results in some conflict between the values and expectations of their peers and
the school and the rigid sexual values of their parents (Anthias, 1992: 122). The
following extract from the 1992 data-set is illustrative. The 20 year-old speaker is
talking about her friends’ parents:
Example 1

ναι, αλλα φοουνται, καταλαβαινεις τους οτι φοουνται, you know
φοουνται εν να παει να εβρει κανενα Εγγλεζο η να την
πειραξει κανενας που ετσι πραµατα γινισκονται
[yes, but they are scared, you can tell that they are scared, you know, they
are scared just in case she (their daughter) goes and finds an English
bloke, or just in case anyone bothers (as in flirts with) her, as things like
that happen]

F1

At a linguistic level, some inter-generational strain is also reported:
Example 2
1
2

I

Is there any pressure from some family members to speak more than one
language from (sic) another?
F Yes, my father αρεσκει του, θα προτιµουσε να µιλουσαµε την
Ελληνικη γλωσσα, δεν του αρεσκει να µιλουµε την Αγγλικη
γλωσσα γιατι ο σκοπος ειναι..οχι, δεν πολυκαταλαβαινει την
Αγγλικη γλωσσα οποτε µιλουµε εµεις την Αγγλικη γλωσσα
θυµωνεται επειδη εν ηµπορει να καταλαβει να µιλησει και
κεινος...
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[he likes, he would prefer for us to speak the Greek language, he doesn’t
like it when we speak the English language because the purpose is..no, he
doesn’t understand the English language much, so when we speak in
English he gets angry because he can’t understand and speak himself]

Significantly or otherwise, this informant reported that her mother was not
really bothered about which language was used.
The younger generation tends to go against traditional leaders within the
community, who act in conventional and non ‘modern’ ways. It is less politicized
than the older generation and more concerned with issues relating to the daily lives
of young people in modern society. For example, one of the topics to be brought up
at a World Cypriot Youth Conference (taking place in Cyprus, summer 2002) was
‘the role of proxeneia’ (arranged marriages) in modern society.
Overall, therefore, the picture is one of continuing gender differentiation along
traditional lines in the older generations, and some continuing pressure –increasingly
resisted– among the younger adults and teenagers, to conform with those expectations.
3.3.2. Code-switching
Earlier studies have shown that the older generation speaks primarily GCD,
incorporating certain English terms into their Cypriot vocabulary, or creating new
words within the dialect based on English ones. The middle generation (made up
mainly of 2nd generation immigrants) uses both, and code-switches copiously,
including within the sentence in many instances. The younger generation is
dominant in English and switches to GCD in certain contexts, depending on the
interlocutor and their own competence in the dialect. They mix GCD and English out
of necessity, owing to a lack of fluency in GCD, a switch to English often coinciding
with a hesitation or natural break in the sentence. Most of them can speak GCD to
some extent and use it when necessary, e.g., to grandparents, or to mainland GreekCypriots (Gardner-Chloros, 1992).
Christodoulou-Pipis (1991) comments that “the most striking phenomenon in
the language of the Greek-Cypriot immigrants appears to be lexical borrowing and
code switching. One could even argue that it has virtually become a communication
strategy of vital importance among many members of the minority”. She carried out
a study with a view to describe language use in the Greek Cypriot community of
London, focusing in particular on different types of interference between the
varieties spoken. She found that the second generation spoke primarily in English
when expressing personal emotions, or using colloquial expressions. In contrast,
“for impersonal, objective or un-commiting statements they used Cypriot-Greek”
(1991: 129). In addition, Greek was inserted when the speaker was quoting
someone, when repeating something for emphasis, and when filling in linguistic
gaps. CS was also triggered by the language of the interlocutor.
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Aho (1999) carried out her own independent analysis of the data in GardnerChloros (1992), looking at structural features and functions of CS. She found that
CS was used for quotes, repetitions, sentence fillers and interjections, changing
addressee, referring to English-speaking topics, when talking about language or
ethnicity or the community itself, in instances of accommodation to, or divergence
from, the addressee, and to create solidarity. She stresses the importance of
individual factors in CS, suggesting that speakers may employ various strategies in
their speech, and that they manifest individual styles. There may be a contradiction
between expressed attitudes and actual usage, as “people may use code-switching
frequently even though they disapprove of it or even deny doing it” (1999: 65). She
also mentions that switching acts as a ‘we’ code.
3.3.3. Politeness
Sifianou’s (1992) in-depth comparative study of politeness in England and
Greece is relevant here, as the speech norms of mainland Greeks and Greek-Cypriots
are sufficiently close for her findings to be applicable in Cyprus, and, to a
considerable extent, to London Greek-Cypriots as well. These norms are of course
independent of the language used as such, but there is sufficient cultural common
ground for the contrasts identified by Sifianou to be relevant in this context also.
Sifianou pointed out that different cultures place emphasis on different values,
which values are moreover interpreted differently. Basing her work on Brown &
Levinson’s theory of positive and negative politeness, she argues that “politeness is
conceptualised differently and thus, manifested differently in the two societies; more
specifically that Greeks tend to use more positive politeness devices than the
English, who prefer more negative politeness devices” (1992: 2). It is not the case
that some cultures or societies are more polite than others. The difference is the
quality, rather than the quantity of politeness strategies, in that speakers are polite in
different, culturally specific, ways.
For example, Greek speakers are more direct when it comes to making requests,
when giving advice or making suggestions. The cultural norm in England requires a
more distant code of behaviour, and requests, among other speech acts, are
expressed more elaborately and indirectly. In England requests are perceived to a
greater extent as impositions, and as such need to be accompanied by more elaborate
politeness strategies. A recorded message telling foreign callers that the codes for
calling Greece from abroad have recently changed states: “The number in Greece
you have dialled has changed and you must call again” –this literal translation of the
Greek verb ‘πρεπει’ (‘must’) sounds peremptory in English, as confirmed by the
fact that the equivalent wrong number message in England states “Please hang up
and try again”.
In parallel, in English culture, the act of requesting can be embodied in more
varied linguistic forms than in Greek culture. She suggests that this may be the case,
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because certain questions or expressions of desire (considered in English as
requests) are not recognised as being part of the category of ‘requests’ in Greek, but
instead are considered to be “an integral part of common everyday acceptable
behaviour” (Sifianou, 1992: 124). In English, on the other hand, more options are
available to the interlocutor when making a request, allowing the imposition created
by the request to be minimized, e.g., “You don’t have a pen, do you?” (1992: 140).
In both cultures, a response to a typically indirect English, or direct Greek,
request, would be the same, regardless of whether or not more options are available
to the respondent. This is because, while typically indirect English requests seem
more tentative and less of an imposition, they are in fact conventionalized, and in
actuality do not bestow more freedom of action on the respondent. The difference
lies in the different perception of the concept ‘imposition’. Similarly, when it comes
to commands, Sifianou argues that in Greek, imperatives are not seen exclusively as
commands, but instead can be seen as reflecting a wish or desire of the speaker: “In
English, the understood subject of an imperative is in most cases a second person
addressee, whereas in Greek there is also a periphrastic form for a third person
addressee, formed with as ‘let’, and the third person verb form borrowed from the
subjunctive”, e.g., ‘ας πηγαινει’ (/as pijeni/), meaning roughly ‘let him/her go’. As
she suggests, “this flexibility explains why imperatives in Greek are not exclusively
related to commands but can equally well express the wish or desire of the speaker”
(1992: 127).
Another example of the greater use of positive politeness in Greek is the more
frequent use of terms of intimate address. A common example is the use of the
possessive pronoun before a proper name, or the use of a variety of diminutive
forms, such as:
Kωστα µου
[My Kosta]
Kωστακι µου
[My Kosta-dim]

(Sifianou, 1992: 69)

Use of such items emphasises closeness and intimacy. Another way of
indicating familiarity is use of the untranslatable lexical item ‘ρε’ (/re/) or ‘βρε ’
(/vre/), roughly tantamount to ‘you’ in English added to a name as in ‘you Henry’.
These can be placed before terms of endearment, before names, or used in isolation
(Sifianou, 1992: 71). The following example of a typically informal response to a
phone call when the caller is known, is taken from one of the Youth Meetings:
Ελα ρε
[Hello you]

These items can also often be used in a pejorative way, accompanied by the use
of deprecatory terms, and tend to be used more by men, for example:
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Bρε τι µας λες?
[(vre) what are you telling us?]

(Sifianou, 1992: 72)

By way of explanation for the differing emphasis on the two types of politeness,
Sifianou observes that
it may be the case that in societies where people depend on each other more and rely on
their personal experience of those others, explicit expression of needs and feelings is
expected and overt manifestations of fixed politeness formulas become less necessary
than in societies where greater emphasis is placed on the individual.
(1992: 42)

In addition, she comments that negative politeness manifests a certain
narrowness in contrast to positive politeness. NP addresses a specific act, whereas
PP addresses the interlocutor’s enduring needs to be like and approved of (1992: 87).
As a result, according to Sifianou:
the English defined politeness in clearer and more straightforward terms... by
conforming to social norms and expectations... In contrast, the Greeks defined
politeness in very broad terms... expanded their definitions to include attributes
which might be better described in English in terms of altruism, generosity,
morality, and self-abnegation.
(1992: 88)

Greeks reported that “a warm look, a friendly smile, and in general a goodhumoured disposition and pleasant facial expression are integral parts of polite
behaviour” (1992: 91). Overall, she argues that the Greek system of address makes
available to the speaker a wider range of terms which are used as in-group markers,
and are characteristic of positive politeness.
Finally, Sifianou observes that “expressing one’s feeling and emotions openly and
even attacking the addressee’s identity, appear to be less taboo in Greek than in English
society” (1992: 175). She noted that English speakers tended to use fewer intensifiers
when making requests, preferring to use more softeners, while Greek speakers used
intensifiers to a greater extent, to indicate familiarity and informality. Her overall
message is that English culture values distance, and Greek culture values intimacy.
These are important differences to bear in mind, for the English-speaking reader,
when looking at the examples given below, in particular in the interpretation of
politeness expressed through CS. Several examples in our data indicate that, when
being direct, Greek-Cypriot speakers prefer to switch to Greek, as directness is more
acceptable in the Greek culture. This seems especially to be the case for women, for
whom, as in many Western societies, there is an expectation that they will be more
polite and consequently more indirect. Also, because Greek is a more positively
polite language, when being intimate, speakers prefer to use Greek; not only does it
provide them with a solidarity or ‘we’ identity, but also it is a language that allows
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for greater intimacy due to increased PP. Similarly, Zentella (1997) notes that in the
Puerto Rican community in New York commands are often repeated in Spanish, after
being delivered in English, in order to soften their impact/harshness. Koven (2001)
reports that Portuguese immigrant women in France switch from Portuguese to
French for certain kinds of directness/colloquial register/swearing, as the equivalent
in Portuguese sounds unacceptable to them.
3.3.4. Attitudes to the use of the two languages
Overtly expressed attitudes to language choices and to CS are only indirectly
related to language behaviour. For one thing, people are often not aware of their own
code-switching when they are with other bilinguals, even though they do not codeswitch, or only very marginally, when in the company of monolinguals. Gumperz
mentions that “selection among linguistic alternants is automatic, not readily subject
to conscious recall” (1999: 61). In a study of standard Norwegian and a dialect of
Norwegian, he found that while respondents denied using the standard variety, in
actual fact recordings revealed that they code switched frequently between the two
(1999: 62). Similarly, Zentella (1997) observes of the Puerto Rican community in
NY, that the bilingual speakers are sometimes unaware of alternating between
languages because it has become such an effortless way of speaking. At the same
time, CS is often stigmatized: Gumperz’s speakers attributed CS to characteristics
such as lack of education, bad manners, or language inability, and Zentella’s to
language deficiency, rather than language skill or discourse needs.
In other contexts speakers have been found to accept CS as a fact of life, and in
some cases it has even acquired a cachet of its own and been adopted by
‘monolinguals’ as a fashionable way of speaking (Franceschini, 1998). The speakers’
attitudes towards CS therefore constitute relevant background information to
understand their speech, though we should not expect to find a one-to-one
correspondence with their actual productions.
We therefore briefly report a few of the most relevant results of a questionnaire
survey carried out in the London Greek-Cypriot community, the broader purpose of
which was to compare attitudes to language and identity in that setting with those in
Cyprus itself. The full results will form the object of a forthcoming paper by
McEntee-Atalianis, Gardner-Chloros & Finnis3.
Overall, it seems that GCD and SMG are considered desired community codes,
and their preservation important. However, the younger generation seems less
3 The questionnaire was returned by 159 respondents, 79 female and 69 male, in three age groups: 16-35,

36-55 and 56-75 +. Questions concerned language competence in English, SMG and GCD, language use
in a number of domains; with a variety of interlocutors, and attitudes towards the use and preservation of
GCD and SMG. Attitudes towards the use of ENG and its implication for issues concerning ethnicity,
national identity and preservation of GCD and SMG in the community were also explored.
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convinced than the older generation of the necessity to know Greek in order to be
involved with activities centred around the community. The community is
‘expanding’ in order to encompass those who are not fluent in GCD or SMG. The
younger generation appear less fearful of the influence of English on Greek-Cypriot
identity and language. Data derived from interviews suggests that a healthy
combination of all varieties is promoted, and mixing the varieties is an important
aspect of British Greek-Cypriot identity.
As to gender differences, women reported using the dialect more with Cypriot
friends than men did. On the other hand, men felt significantly more than women
that measures should be taken in the community to preserve the Greek language in
London. When it came to statements regarding the use of both languages in
conversation, though we avoided using the linguist’s term ‘code-switching’ and
referred instead to ‘mixing’ the languages, there appeared to be a small tendency for
women to disapprove of CS less than men. Overall, therefore, there is a slight
tendency in this group of London Greek-Cypriots –some of whom supplied the
second series of recordings– for men to be more ‘traditionalist’ or protective about
the GCD, and women to be slightly more open to the advantages of CS.
3.4. Men and women’s code-switching in relation to politeness
As we have seen above, CS can be used in a wide variety of institutionalized
and ad hoc ways by bilinguals for conversational functions, including positive and
negative politeness. In this first, limited study, we will illustrate three of these
functions which are noticeably associated with CS in this group. We have labeled
them humour, bonding, and dampening directness. Readers will notice that there are
significant overlaps between the three, which reinforces the idea that there is a
general politeness function associated with CS.
The use of CS for humour and for bonding seem to us to be a way of reaching
out to the interlocutor and respecting their positive face needs; its use in dampening
directness has to do with allowing the interlocutor freedom of action to respond as
they wish to a command or other direct speech act, and thereby a way of respecting
their negative face. For different reasons which we have discussed in each case, we
consider these uses of CS to be particularly typical of women in the community,
though by no means exclusive to them: some examples have also been given from
men. Male speakers are represented by ‘M’ and female speakers by ‘F’. The
interviewer is represented by ‘I’.
3.4.1. CS used for humour
There are a number of different ways in which CS can be used for humour
(Woolard, 1988). In relation to gender, it has often been pointed out that women are
less inclined than men to indulge in overt humour. Kaplan, for example, observes
that “in many cultures, there is a strong taboo against women telling jokes. If we
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think of jokes as the derepressed symbolic discourse of common speech, we can see
why jokes, particularly obscene ones, are rarely spoken from the perspective of
femininity” (1998: 58). Yet in the interviews, both male and female speakers often
mentioned that they used Greek to mark playful or non-serious discourse:
Example 3
F1

Yes, ειν παντα το χιουµορ που µας καµνει να µιλουµε τα Κυπρεικα
[it’s always humour that makes us talk in Cypriot]

Example 4
F1

Yeah, or if we want to make a joke, or to tease you know an older person or
something, we might use a Cypriot dialect to describe something they
would say, oh, you know, I dunno…I can’t think of an example now…

The following example is taken from one of the Greek-Cypriot Youth
Organisation meetings. The speakers are talking about ordering food for an event
they are organising. They refer to ‘Minetis’, a Greek-Cypriot company which deals
with Greek and Greek-Cypriot food, and ‘ταραµα’ (/tarama/), a Greek dish:
Example 5
There are two Minetis…
1 F1
Yes
2 M1
..the one that’s been sold doesn’t do ταραµα
3 F1
Right, we want the ταραµα one, so that’s cool they haven’t been sold
4 M1
M1’s utterance in line 4 provokes a laugh from everyone. It is the reference to a
traditional Greek-Cypriot dish, in the context of a business conversation, which
makes the utterance humorous. This kind of humour constitutes s a prominent
ingroup marker.
In the following example, the speakers are talking about a boat which they are
planning on hiring for a Greek event they are organising:
Example 6
1 F1
Does it look like you can have a Greek night in it?
2 M1
Yeah, yeah, it looks very nice inside
3 F1
Ok.....
4 M2
???
5 M1
Well...its quite wide..
6 F1
th- th- that ψαροβαρκα that me and Poly went and saw..I just did not
7

[fishing-boat]
see a Greek night going on there

In line 6 the speaker switches to Greek to refer to the boat she saw as a fishingboat. In Greek, this term has connotations of peasantness, conjuring up images of
traditional fishing villages in Cyprus. Incorporation of this lexical item, with its
incongruous connotations, creates a humorous effect.
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In the next example, M1, in line 3, switches to Greek in order to make a
humorous comment: a parenthetical joke within the overall discourse. He uses the
possessive pronoun ‘µου’ (/mou/ = ‘my’), to refer to Kiki. This is a term of
endearment, a PP strategy (see Sifianou above) for which the closest equivalent in
English would be something like ‘Kiki my dear’. His use of this pronoun enhances
his humorous intention in suggesting, ironically, that the conference they are
planning be held in the open air:
Example 7
1 M1
Why do you want two hours lunch?
2 F2
We’re never gonna get any sun..
3 M1
να το καµνουµε open air? ενταξει Κικι µου?
[shall we make it ]
[OK, (my) Kiki?]
while you’re discussing the conference

The next example is taken from one of the youth meetings. The speakers are
talking about accessing a colour laser printer in order to print out a substantial
amount of flyers to distribute to their members. As in the example above, the
(female) speaker switches to Greek to insert playful discourse into the interaction:
Example 8
1 M1
…??? happen to know anyone that has like a colour laser jet..
2 F1
I know a place where they do???
3 M1
yeah
4 F1
???
5 M1
what make are they?
6 F1
Εν ηξερω, εν λεπτοµερειες
[I don’t know, these are details]
(general laughter)

In this case, the speaker is relying on her interlocutors’ familiarity with Greek
culture, in that she adopts the voice or persona of a particular Greek stereotype, that
of a laid back type who won’t bother with too much detail. In this way, she is
justifying her ignorance of the technical details of the photocopier by bringing in
another “voice” which represents this particular Greek attitude.
3.4.2. CS used for bonding
In our data, CS was often used to indicate identification or intimacy. In the
following example, the speakers are talking about potential topics for the conference
they are organising. Speaker F1 makes reference to a very traditional aspect of the
Greek and Greek Cypriot culture: mothers’ concern about their daughters finding a
husband and getting married:
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Example 9
Am I the only person that gets??? by their parents already?
1 F1
What, about getting married?
2 M1
Yeah, she started today.
3 F1
??? µανα σου?
4 F2
[your mother?]

In line 4, Speaker F2 responds to F1’s utterance by switching to Greek. This can
be viewed as an act of positive politeness, in that she is identifying with speaker F1,
as another female Greek Cypriot. Her switch indicates solidarity, in that it uses the
language of the culture in which such traditional maternal attitudes towards the
marital status of daughters prevail. Gender therefore plays an important role in this
switch. Whilst the topic of marriage within the community is relevant to all its
members, it has much greater consequences for women, and, as such, requires more
positive politeness strategies in order to indicate solidarity.
The following example, though cross-gender, contains a similar ‘sympathetic’
use of CS. The conversation took place in M’s car, driving from one of the meetings
to a train station:
Example 10
I’ve been a bit stressed lately
1 F
γιατι?
2 M
[why?]

Prior interaction has been predominantly in English, but M switches to Greek to
shift towards a more intimate level. Use of Greek, the ‘we code’, to indicate this
solidarity constitutes an act of PP. So in the above examples, both female and male
speakers use Greek to indicate sympathy or identification and to minimise distance
between the speakers.
The women interviewed commented themselves on this function several times,
first of all below, in relation to text messaging:
Example 11
English letters, but we do a little joke in- in you know, Greek but with the
1 F1

2 F2
3 F1

English letters...just text each other “καληµερα κουµπαρα, πως παει?”
[good morning, friend, how’s it going?]
just occasionally, you know...its just
Yeah, its a kind of bonding thing, isn’t it?
Its a bonding and playful thing..yeah, but definitely there is more of a bond
if you can speak...if they can understand...if they are also Cypriot

In the following example, the interviewer has just asked the two female
respondents (both born in London) when they use Greek (the term ‘κορη’ literally
means ‘daughter’, but is used to mean ‘friend’):
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Example 12
1

I

2

F1

3
4
5
6

F2
F1
F2
F1

για να κοροιδεψετε?
[to make fun of people?]
Yes, you know, η καποτε νοµιζω παραπανω στιγµες ειναι..
[or sometimes I think most of the time it’s..]
Sense of unity…
Yeah
Strange, you’ve got (an) advantage
That’s right, που ειµαστε µε την Αννα, ξερεις που
χορευκουµε µαζι
[when I am with Anna you know, when we are dancing together]
καποτες εν ”γεια σου κορη”. Its really nice when you talk like that.
[sometimes its (we say) “hi, friend”]

3.4.3. Code switching and dampening directness
A further function of CS in the data was soften what might otherwise seem
over-direct comments or rebukes, especially when such remarks were addressed by
women to men. As in the other examples, the direction of the switch is from English
to GCD –it is the move to ‘we’ code which acts as a signal that more than the literal
meaning is being conveyed.
The switch to a different variety may allow the speaker to “get away” with
certain things that would not have the same effect if uttered in the same language as
the rest of the discourse. The first example (from a male speaker) is taken from a
youth meeting. The speakers are talking about cultural needs of the community:
Example 13
1 M1
Anything else culturally?
2 F1
Greek classes...language would be good
3 F2
Religion
4 M1
Religion, I agree with that
5 M2
When was the last time everybody went to church? Mmmm? Church???
Τα Χριστουγεννα?
[at Christmas?]

The question in line 5 has a sarcastic tone to it –the speaker doubtless knows
very well that his audience is not made up of regular Church attenders. At the same
time, the switch to the ‘we’ code which follows attenuates the negative aspect of the
sarcasm. One reason for this is that the Greek/Greek Cypriot culture is more direct
(Sifianou, 1992), and so anything potentially insulting or rude, is made more
acceptable by being carried out in Greek.
In the next example, the speaker expresses her surprise at seeing Kiki enter the
meeting. As well as being humorous, the language used is rather “extreme” (a curse),
and the only way she can get away with it is to say it in a different language:
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Example 14
F

Kiki! Θκιαολο που µε!
[what the devil!]

In Example 15, speaker M1 is trying to get speaker F1’s attention, as she is being
noisy. She responds to him in Greek. Although she apologizes, she sounds quite
abrupt, but her switch to another variety than the main one used for the meeting
allows her to get away with this abruptness, as it introduces a note of humour. The
directness is also attenuated by her use of Greek, in which as we have seen, directness
is more acceptable. Finally, use of a different variety allows the speaker to “shift
authorship”, and distance herself from her directness. She is carrying out a facethreatening act (an order) but the language switch softens it in several ways. She is
being ‘indirectly direct’, which seems to be a particularly female strategy:
Example 15
1 M1
Hello!
2 F1
Ναι, συγνωµη! Αντε τελειωνε. Ειν να βγουµε εξω!
[Yes, sorry! Come on, hurry up and finish. We are (due) to go out!]

In the following example, speaker F1, after asking the same question in English
twice and failing to get a response from speaker M1, switches to Greek to elicit a
response. Having succeeded in doing so, she then switches back to English:
Example 16
1 M1
All right
2 F1
Stop, how many days is the conference?
3 M1
Guys, I wanna finish at seven o’clock
4 F1
I’m asking ! How many days is the conference?
5 M1
??? It’s half past six.
6 F1
Κυριε Μενικο, ποσες ηµερες ειναι?
7 M1
8 F1

[Mr Meniko, how many days is it?]
It will be around four days, I imagine
Ok, four days, good…and what time?

The potentially face-threatening act –an escalation of repeated questions which
had already been phrased pretty directly– is carried off thanks to the switch to Greek,
which not only allows greater directness but is also the we code and the language of
humour. This is a powerful toolkit for women in the community, who can get away
with jokes, strong repartee, etc without appearing aggressive or unfeminine.

4. Discussion and conclusion
The relationship between CS, politeness and gender is highly complex and does
not lend itself to simple generalizations. Although we have described a use of code-
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switching which appears to be gender-related in this community, we are not claiming
that there are any absolute differences between male and female speakers.
The conversational tactics associated with CS which we have illustrated are
used by both genders; and both sexes use CS in similar ways to carry out acts of PP
and NP. Once all our data has been analysed quantitatively, it may turn out that there
is no significant difference in the frequency with which women and men use these
tactics. However, thus far, our observations suggest that women in this community
make particular use of CS as a softening device to carry out certain direct speech
acts, which require NP and PP strategies to attenuate their directness. Their switch to
Greek in such cases adds humour or introduces an element of ‘play-acting’ (for
example by bringing in ‘voices’/characters associated with Greek culture). The
directness in itself seems to be a way for women to hold their own when they are
interacting with men. Thus they can both stand up to the opposite sex through their
forthright repartees, and avoid sounding overbearing thanks to the humorous
undertones brought in by CS, or the solidary overtones of using GCD, the shared wecode. Finally they are further aided by the greater acceptability of directness in
Greek culture. As this community does still support clear gender roles, and the
convention is for women to be less direct and assertive than men, we were not
surprised to find that women were exploiting the possibilities offered by CS in this
particular way.
CS is subtly deployed in a range of contexts: where the speaker uses politeness
strategies. Switching to the GCD from English may be indicative of positive
politeness, as in the use of diminutives or terms of endearment or expressions of
sympathy or interest. It may also be used in order to be negatively polite, by making
ultimate authorship of the remark uncertain, and thus allowing the addressee more
leeway as to how he/she understands the comment. The same technique, known as
‘double-voicing’, can allow the speaker to adopt a more authoritative voice without
assuming the role of agent. Context, and the type of talk that is being used, are likely
to be as significant, or even more so, than gender. Examples presented above show
that speakers of both sexes switch to the we-code for humour, to show solidarity and
to dampen directness.
Among the London Greek-Cypriots, however, women seemed to make
particularly frequent use of these strategies to get round some of the traditional
constraints on female discourse, such as the expectation that it will be less forceful,
pressing or direct than that of men, or that making jokes is unfeminine. Women also
used CS for solidarity in certain contexts which are directly relevant to them, e.g., in
talking about mothers and their attitudes towards their daughter’s marital status. It
would not surprising if women, being more directly concerned, talked about these
issues more than men, and so had occasion to use these PP strategies to a greater
extent. The extent of the difference is an empirical matter, which could be further
investigated. In other forms of humour, which we have not discussed here, e.g., the
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use of coarseness and references to peasantness, CS appears to be more of a male
strategy.
Introducing an intervening variable, such as politeness, into a study of language
and gender has one important spinoff. To the extent that one can show that gender
differences are contingent upon culturally determined norms, the role of gender as
such is relativized. It is shown to be mediated by other factors, such as the power
relationship between the speakers and the conventions governing behaviour –which
of course include gendered behaviour– in the community.
We must criticize explanations of difference that treat gender as something obvious,
static and monolithic, ignoring the forces that shape it and the varied forms they take
in different times and places… Feminism begins when we approach sex differences
as constructs, show how they are constructed and in whose interests.
(Cameron, 1992: 40)

We hope that our approach here has reflected this admonition. Finally, we
should not forget the possible effect of individual/personality factors, which we have
not attempted to describe here, but which may exercise considerable effect on the
use of politeness as well as on CS.
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